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The extension of the Standard Model by right handed neutrinos with masses in the GeV range can 
simultaneously explain the observed neutrino masses via the seesaw mechanism and the baryon 
asymmetry of the universe via leptogenesis. It has previously been claimed that the requirement for 
successful baryogenesis implies that the rate of neutrinoless double β decay in this scenario is always 
smaller than the standard prediction from light neutrino exchange alone. In contrast, we ﬁnd that the rate 
for this process can also be enhanced due to a dominant contribution from heavy neutrino exchange. In 
a small part of the parameter space it even exceeds the current experimental limit, while the properties 
of the heavy neutrinos are consistent with all other experimental constraints and the observed baryon 
asymmetry is reproduced. This implies that neutrinoless double β decay experiments have already started 
to rule out part of the leptogenesis parameter space that is not constrained by any other experiment, and 
the lepton number violation that is responsible for the origin of baryonic matter in the universe may be 
observed in the near future.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
With the exception of neutrinos, all fermions in the Standard 
Model (SM) of particle physics are known to exist with both left 
handed (LH) and right handed (RH) chirality. If RH neutrinos exist, 
they can explain the observed neutrino ﬂavour oscillations via the 
seesaw mechanism [1–6]. In addition, RH neutrinos may also ex-
plain the baryon asymmetry of the universe (BAU) [7] via leptogen-
esis during their CP violating decays [8] or CP violating oscillations 
[9,11] in the early universe, or compose the Dark Matter (DM) 
[10]. In Refs. [11,12] it has been proposed that all of these puzzles 
can be solved simultaneously by RH neutrinos alone, which was 
found to be feasible in Refs. [13,14]. A pedagogical review of this 
scenario, which is known as the Neutrino Minimal Standard Model
(νMSM), can be found in Ref. [15]. Finally, light RH neutrinos could 
also act as Dark Radiation in the early universe and explain the ob-
served neutrino oscillation anomalies [16]. A general review on the 
role of RH neutrinos in particle physics and cosmology can e.g. be 
found in Ref. [17]. In the present work we focus on the possibility 
that RH neutrinos NI with Majorana masses MI in the GeV range 
can simultaneously explain the observed neutrino oscillations and 
the baryon asymmetry of the universe without violating any of the 
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SCOAP3.known experimental or cosmological constraints on their proper-
ties [18–22].
Experimentally the GeV range is very interesting because the 
RH neutrinos can be searched for in meson decays at b-factories 
[23,24] or ﬁxed target experiments [25], including NA62 [26], the 
SHiP experiment proposed at CERN [27–29] or a similar setup pro-
posed at the DUNE beam at FNAL [30,31]. With suﬃcient statistics, 
it might even be possible to measure the CP violation in the NI de-
cay [32]. Theoretically the low scale seesaw is motivated by models 
based on classical scale invariance [33], in the framework of the 
“inverse seesaw” [34,35] and other models with an approximate 
conservation of lepton number (e.g. [36–46]) or by applying Ock-
ham’s razor to the number of new particles required to explain 
the known beyond the SM phenomena [11]. Placing the seesaw 
scale in the GeV range can avoid the hierarchy problem of the 
Higgs mass [47], to which superheavy RH neutrinos would con-
tribute [48], while avoiding cosmological constraints that disfavour 
heavy neutrino masses below 100 MeV [49].
It has been pointed out by different authors [20,50–53] that 
the rate for neutrinoless double β decay in the presence of RH 
neutrinos with GeV masses can signiﬁcantly differ from the stan-
dard prediction from light neutrinos alone. In this work we address 
the question whether an large rate of neutrinoless double β de-
cay can be realised while simultaneously generating the observed 
BAU. Previous studies have found that this requirement suppresses  under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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the line of argument was the assumption that a degeneracy in the 
heavy neutrino masses is required for leptogenesis if they lie in 
the GeV range. However, the mass degeneracy is not a necessary 
requirement for low scale leptogenesis if there are more than two 
heavy neutrinos [56].
In this letter we show the rate of neutrinoless double beta de-
cay in the scenario with three RH neutrinos can exceed that only 
from light neutrino exchange while explaining the BAU via lepto-
genesis. Furthermore we show in a numerical parameter scan that 
even in the scenario with two RH neutrinos, which is the minimal 
number to explain the observed neutrino oscillations, there exists 
a corner in parameter space in which this is possible.
2. The seesaw model
The (type I) seesaw model is deﬁned by adding n RH neutrinos 
νR to the SM, which leads to the Lagrangian
L= LSM + iνR/∂νR − L FνR˜ − ˜†νR F †L
− 1
2
(νcRMMνR + νRM†MνcR). (1)
LSM is the SM Lagrangian, L = (νL, eL)T are the SM lepton dou-
blets and  is the Higgs doublet with ˜ = ∗ . Here  is the 
antisymmetric SU(2)-invariant tensor. MM a Majorana mass term 
for νR and F is a matrix of Yukawa couplings. We have deﬁned 
νcR ≡ CνR T , where the charge conjugation matrix is C = iγ2γ0. 
We work in the heavy neutrino mass basis in ﬂavour space, i.e., 
(MM)IJ = δIJMI . Adding n RH neutrinos to the SM introduces 7n −3
new physical parameters. The relation between these parameters 
and the parameters constrained by neutrino oscillation data [57]
can be expressed in terms of the Casas–Ibarra parametrisation [58]
F = i
v
Uν
√
mdiagν R
√
Mdiag (2)
with (mdiagν )i j = δi jmi , where mi are the light neutrino masses. The 
matrix Uν can be factorised as
Uν = V (23)UδV (13)U−δV (12)diag(eiα1/2, eiα2/2,1) , (3)
with U±δ = diag(e∓iδ/2, 1, e±iδ/2). The non vanishing entries of the 
matrix V = V (23)V (13)V (12) are given by:
V (i j)ii = V (i j)j j = cosθi j , (4)
V (i j)i j = −V (i j)ji = sinθi j , (5)
V (i j)kk = 1 for k = i, j . (6)
The parameters θi j are the light neutrino mixing angles, δ is re-
ferred to as the Dirac phase and α1,2 as Majorana phases. The 
complex orthogonal matrix R fulﬁls the condition RRT = 1. In 
case of n = 3 it can be expressed as
R=R(23)R(13)R(12) (7)
where the non-vanishing entries are given by the three complex 
“Euler angles” ωi j ,
R(i j)ii =R(i j)j j = cosωi j (8)
R(i j)i j = −R(i j)ji = sinωi j (9)
R(i j)kk = 1 for k = i, j. (10)
For two ﬂavours there is only one complex angle ω, and one has to 
distinguish between normal hierarchy (NO) and inverted hierarchy 
(IO):RNO =
⎛
⎝ 0 0cosω sinω
−ξ sinω ξ cosω
⎞
⎠ ,
RIO =
⎛
⎝ cosω sinω−ξ sinω ξ cosω
0 0
⎞
⎠ ,
(11)
where ξ = ±1. When the Higgs ﬁeld obtains an expectation value 
v(T ), the Yukawa couplings lead to mixing between νR and νL . 
This mixing can be quantiﬁed by the matrix
θ = v FM−1M . (12)
In general, the mass eigenstates can be expressed in terms of the 
Majorana spinors
νi =
[
V †ννL − U †νθνcR + V Tν νcL − U Tν θνR
]
i
(13)
which can be identiﬁed with the light neutrinos with masses mi , 
and
NI =
[
V †NνR + T νcL + V TNνcR + †νL
]
I
(14)
The observed light mass eigenstates νi are connected to the ac-
tive ﬂavour eigenstates by the matrix Vν , which is related to Uν
via Vν = (1 − 12 θθ †)Uν . VN and UN are their equivalents in the 
sterile sector; UN diagonalises the heavy neutrino mass matrix 
MN = MM + 12 (θ †θMM + MTMθ T θ∗) after electroweak symmetry 
breaking, and VN = (1 − 12 θ T θ∗)UN . The mixing between the heavy 
and light states can is ﬁnally given by
α I = (θU∗N)α I . (15)
The overall magnitude of the mixing is governed by the imaginary 
part of the complex angels ω or ωi j . For instance, for n = 2 one 
ﬁnds
tr[†] = M2 − M1
2M1M2
(m2 −m3) cos(2Reω)
+ M1 + M2
2M1M2
(m2 +m3) cosh(2Imω) (16)
with normal ordering and
tr[†] = M2 − M1
2M1M2
(m1 −m2) cos(2Reω)
+ M1 + M2
2M1M2
(m1 +m2) cosh(2Imω) (17)
with inverted ordering.
3. Neutrinoless double β decay
General case In the context of neutrino physics, constraints on the 
lifetime of neutrinoless double β decay are commonly expressed 
in terms of the quantity
mββ =
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i
(Uν)
2
eimi +
∑
I
2eIMI f A(MI )
∣∣∣∣∣ . (18)
The ﬁrst term is the contribution due to the exchange of light neu-
trinos,
mνββ =
∑
i
(Uν)
2
eimi . (19)
The second term comes from heavy neutrino exchange. For MI
larger than the typical momentum exchange ∼ 100 MeV in neu-
trinoless double β decay, the NI are virtual. The suppression due 
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from some uncertainty due to uncertainties in the nuclear matrix 
elements that determine the exchanged momentum. For our pur-
pose, we approximate it by
f A(M)  
2
2 + M2
∣∣∣
2=(0.159 GeV)2 , (20)
which corresponds to the “Argonne” model discussed in Ref. [59]. 
Here  is the typical momentum exchange in the decay. At tree 
level,1 we can use the unitarity relation∑
i
mi(Uν)
2
αi +
∑
I
MI
2
α I = 0 (21)
to rewrite (18) as
mββ =
∣∣∣∣∣mνββ + f A(M¯)
∑
I
MI
2
eI +
∑
I
MI
2
eI [ f A(MI ) − f A(M¯)]
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣[1− f A(M¯)]mνββ +
∑
I
MI
2
eI [ f A(MI ) − f A(M¯)]
∣∣∣∣∣ , (22)
where M¯ is an arbitrarily chosen mass scale. It is usually as-
sumed that the contribution from NI -exchange is negligible due 
to the suppression by the function f A . Recently several authors 
have pointed out that this suppression is not eﬃcient enough for 
MI in the GeV range [20,50–55], and that the exchange of NI may 
dominate neutrinoless double β decay. This can signiﬁcantly mod-
ify the allowed regions in the mlightest–mββ plane, which are based 
on the approximation mββ =mνββ . Here mlightest is the mass of the 
lightest neutrinos. So far it has been argued that this can only sup-
press the rate of neutrinoless double β decay in models where the 
NI generate the BAU via leptogenesis because it was assumed that 
successful leptogenesis requires a degeneracy in the heavy neu-
trino masses [50,53–55]. Indeed, if the difference f A(MI ) − f A(M¯)
is negligible, Eq. (22) reduces to
mββ 
∣∣∣[1− f A(M¯)]mνββ ∣∣∣ , (23)
which is always smaller than mνββ .
2 However, it has recently been 
pointed out [56] and conﬁrmed [61,62] that the need for a mass 
degeneracy is speciﬁc to the scenarios with n = 2 and that for 
n > 2, leptogenesis from neutrino oscillations does not require a 
mass degeneracy.
The case n = 2 Moreover, one may wonder whether the mass de-
generacy of order 10−3 that is required in the model with n = 2
is suﬃcient to suppress the term 
∑
I MI
2
eI [ f A(MI ) − f A(M¯)] in 
Eq. (22) for MI moderately larger than 100 MeV. In absence of 
a strong mass degeneracy, this term can either increase or re-
duce mββ . In the case n = 2, mββ can be expressed in terms of 
the model parameters as
mββ =
∣∣∣∣m2 cos2 θ13 sin2 θ12eiα2 +m3 sin2 θ13e−2iδ
− f A(M2)
[√
m3 cosω sinθ13e−iδ
+ √m2 sinω sinθ12 cosθ13eiα2/2
]2
1 Loop corrections are e.g. discussed in Refs. [20,60].
2 The possibility to reduce mββ below mνββ is interesting because it means that 
even a non-observation of neutrinoless double β decay at the level mββ < 10−2 eV
may not rule out the inverted hierarchy.− f A(M1)
[
−√m3 sinω sinθ13e−iδ
+ √m2 cosω sinθ12 cosθ13eiα2/2
]2 ∣∣∣∣ (24)
for normal ordering and
mββ = cos2 θ13
∣∣∣∣m1eiα1 cos2 θ12 +m2eiα2 sin2 θ12
− f A(M2)
[
eiα2/2
√
m2 cosω sinθ12
+ eiα1/2√m1 sinω cosθ12
]2
− f A(M1)
[
−eiα2/2√m2 sinω sinθ12
+ eiα1/2√m1 cosω cosθ12
]2 ∣∣∣∣ (25)
for inverted ordering. For n = 2, it is convenient to choose
M¯ = M2 + M1
2
(26)
and deﬁne
M = M2 − M1
2
(27)
Since leptogenesis with n = 2 requires a mass degeneracy, M¯ in 
this case has a physical meaning as the common mass of the heavy 
neutrinos. This allows to express Eq. (22) as
mββ 
∣∣∣∣[1− f A(M¯)]mνββ + 2 f 2A(M¯) M¯22 M
(
2e1 − 2e2
)∣∣∣∣ , (28)
where we have neglected higher order terms in M/M¯ . In the 
term that is proportional to mνββ , the contribution from NI ex-
change interferes destructively and reduces mββ . The second term 
can have either sign and can reduce or enhance mββ . The largest 
effect is expected if the mass splitting M is relatively large and 
the mixings eI of N1 and N2 with the electron ﬂavour are maxi-
mally different. Using the fact that the lightest neutrino is massless 
for n = 2 (mlightest = 0) and one of the light neutrino mass split-
tings is much larger than the other (m2atm 	 m2sol), we can 
approximate
for NO :mββ 
∣∣∣∣[1− f A(M¯)]mνββ + 2 f 2A(M¯) M¯22 MM¯ |matm|e−2iδ
× sin2 θ13 cos(2ω)
∣∣∣∣, (29)
for IO :mββ 
∣∣∣∣[1− f A(M¯)]mνββ + 2 f 2A(M¯) M¯22 MM¯ |matm|
× cos2 θ13
[(
eiα2 sin2 θ12 − eiα1 cos2 θ12
)
cos(2ω)
+ ei(α1+α2)/2ξ sin(2θ12) sin(2ω)
]∣∣∣∣. (30)
This shows that, for given M¯ and M , one can in principle make 
the term proportional to M arbitrarily large by choosing a suﬃ-
ciently large |Imω|. In the limit Imω 	 1 one ﬁnds
for NO :mββ 
∣∣∣∣[1− f A(M¯)]mνββ (31)
+ f 2A(M¯)
M¯2
2
M
M¯
|matm| sin2 θ13e2Imω
× e−2i(Reω+δ)
∣∣∣∣,
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∣∣∣∣[1− f A(M¯)]mνββ (32)
+ f 2A(M¯)
M¯2
2
M
M¯
|matm| cos2 θ13e2Imωe−2iReω
×
(
ξeiα2/2 sinθ12 + ieiα1/2 cosθ12
)2 ∣∣∣∣.
Consistency with neutrino oscillation data at tree level is guaran-
teed by the use of the Casas Ibarra parameterisation. However, 
for masses in the GeV range, there exist various constraints on 
eI from direct searches for NI particles, indirect tests involv-
ing rare processes and precision observables as well as cosmology 
that impose upper bounds on |eI |2. These are e.g. summarised in 
Refs. [18–22] and references therein. In the following we use the 
analysis in Ref. [20] as a basis.
The comparably strong sensitivity of the term involving M to 
the shape of the function f A implies that the observation of neu-
trinoless double β decay in different nuclei can possibly help to 
obtain information on the fundamental parameters and L violation 
even if M is too small to be resolved experimentally in direct 
searches for heavy neutrinos.
4. Baryogenesis
In leptogenesis, a matter-antimatter asymmetry is generated in 
the lepton sector and then partly transferred into a baryon number 
by weak sphalerons [63], which violate B + L and conserve B − L. 
Here B is the total baryon number and L is the total SM lepton 
number. In the SM, B is conserved at temperatures T below the 
temperature Tsph  130 GeV [64] of sphaleron freezeout. Hence, 
the BAU is determined by the lepton asymmetry L at T = Tsph. 
In the framework of the seesaw mechanism, RH neutrinos with 
GeV masses must have Yukawa couplings smaller than that of the 
electron to be consistent with the smallness of the observed neu-
trino masses and constraints from experimental searches [20]. As 
a result, they may not reach thermal equilibrium in the early uni-
verse before T = Tsph, and the BAU is generated via CP violating 
ﬂavour oscillations amongst the NI during their production [9].3
Since the NI are highly relativistic at T > Tsph, the violation of 
L during this process by the Majorana masses is suppressed as 
∼ M2I /T 2. However, sizable asymmetries Lα are generated in the 
individual ﬂavours α = e, μ, τ . These are partly converted into a 
total L = 04 by a ﬂavour asymmetric washout that hides part of 
the CP-asymmetry from the sphalerons by storing them in helicity-
odd occupation numbers of the NI , which leads to the generation 
of a B = 0 by sphalerons. This process crucially relies on the Ma-
jorana masses MI of the heavy neutrinos NI . At the same time, 
these Majorana masses are responsible for L violation that makes 
neutrinoless double β decay possible in the seesaw model. This 
immediately raises the question whether the regime in which the 
L violation due to the masses of heavy neutrinos explain the origin 
of baryonic matter in the universe may be accessible to neutrino-
less double β decay searches. We now study the question whether 
a value of mββ >mνββ can be made consistent with successful lep-
togenesis via neutrino oscillations in low scale seesaw models.
The case n = 3 Since a positive contribution to mββ from NI ex-
change can only come from the term 
∑
I MI
2
eI [ f A(MI ) − f A(M¯)]
3 An alternative mechanism with MI in the GeV range has been proposed in 
Ref. [65].
4 L here refers to the SM lepton number. One can deﬁne a generalised lepton 
number that includes the helicity odd occupation numbers of the heavy neutrino 
mass eigenstates and remains in good approximation conserved during baryogene-
sis.
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tn Eq. (22), the chances for this are the best in scenarios with n > 2
hat do not require a mass degeneracy. However, the parameter 
pace of these scenarios is rather large. Though many authors have 
tudied this process [9,11,13,14,23,33,56,61,62,66–76], no complete 
can of the parameter space has been performed to date, and such 
 parameter scan goes beyond the scope of this Letter. For the 
ake of a proof of principles, we restrict ourselves to a speciﬁc 
egion in the parameter space of the scenario with n = 3 in which 
he BAU can be estimated analytically [23]. The rates at which 
eavy neutrino interaction eigenstates approach thermal equilib-
ium at temperatures T 	 MI are governed by the eigenvalues of 
he matrix N  F †FγavT , c.f. Eq. (42), where γav is a numerical 
oeﬃcient that we set to γav = 0.012 here, corresponding to the 
alue from Ref. [72] based on Refs. [77,78]. The rate at which they 
scillate is determined by the mass splittings M2I − M2J . If the CP 
iolating oscillations that generate ﬂavoured asymmetries Yα occur 
ong before one of the NI comes into thermal equilibrium, then the 
eneration of the Yα and the washout (which leads to a B = 0) can 
e treated as two separate processes. The condition for this reads
||F †F ||γava2/3R
(M2I − M2J )2/3

 1, (33)
here aR =mP (45/(4π3g∗))1/2 = T 2/H can be interpreted as the 
omoving temperature in a radiation dominated universe with 
ubble parameter H . Here mP is the Planck mass, g∗ the num-
er of degrees of freedom in the primordial plasma and ||F † F ||
efers to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix. Then the ﬂavoured 
symmetries can be estimated as [76]
α ≈ −
∑
I =I I, J ,β
Im[Fα I F †Iβ Fβ J F †Jα]
sign(M2I − M2J )
(
m2Pl
|M2I − M2J |
) 2
3
3.4
× 10−4γ 2av . (34)
nce some heavy neutrino interaction eigenstates approach equi-
ibrium, the washout of the asymmetries Yα begins. For T 	 MI , 
he rate for this process is roughly given by αL  (F F †)ααγavT /gw
ith gw = 2.5 If two SM ﬂavours come into equilibrium before 
phaleron freezeout,6
β =α
L /H 	 1 at T = Tsph, (35)
hen the BAU can be estimated as
B  −28
79
Yα
3
7
e−αL /H , (36)
here 28/79 is the sphaleron conversion factor, the factor 3/7
omes from the equilibration of all charges except Yα during their 
ashout and the exponential describes the washout of Yα itself. 
y plugging numbers into the parametrisation (2), it is straight-
orward to see that mββ >mνββ can be realised while producing a 
AU that exceeds the observed value and respecting the conditions 
33) and (35). We illustrate the parameter dependence of mββ and 
B on the observable Dirac phase δ and Imω23 in Figs. 1 and 2 to 
how that a large mββ can indeed be realised while explaining the 
bserved BAU. The quantities Imωi j determine the magnitude of 
he active-sterile mixing U2α I and can thereby be constrained ex-
erimentally if heavy neutrinos are found in the laboratory. This 
5 The factor gw accounts for the fact that γav has been determined in the context 
f N , which interacts with both components of the SU(2) doublet L , while the Yα
iolating interactions of L only involve the singlet νR .
6 If the initial asymmetries Yβ in ﬂavours other than α are muchlarger than Yα , 
he stronger condition |Yαe−αL /H | 	 | ∑β =α Yβe−βL /H | should be used at T = TEW .
76 M. Drewes, S. Eijima / Physics Letters B 763 (2016) 72–79Fig. 1. The BAU and mββ as a function of Imω13. We ﬁx M1 = 0.22 GeV, M2 =
0.85 GeV, M3 = 0.63 GeV, m1 = 23 meV, m2 = 24.6 meV, m3 = 54.6 meV, α1 =
11.88, α2 = 11.64, ω12 = 12.23 + 3.38i, ω23 = 11.39 − 0.21i, δ = 5.76 and Reω13 =
5.18. In the dotted region the condition (35) is not fulﬁlled. Here and in Fig. 2 we 
used the radiatively corrected Casas–Ibarra parameterisation introduced in Ref. [52]
instead of the tree level formula (2) to ensure consistency with neutrino oscillation 
data at one loop level.
treatment is of course very simpliﬁed and should be understood 
as a proof of principle. A detailed study of the parameter space in 
the region where the conditions do not apply requires a numer-
ical solution of the quantum kinetic equations for each point in 
parameter space.
The case n = 2 For a more quantitative treatment we return to the 
scenario with n = 2, where the lower dimensionality of the param-
eter space makes a numerical scan less expensive. It is well-known 
that leptogenesis in this scenario requires a mass degeneracy of 
order |M|/M¯ 
 1 [13,14,61,62]. We perform a numerical scan 
in order to address the question whether successful baryogenesis 
and mββ > mνββ can be realised simultaneously for n = 2. Phe-
nomenologically this is interesting because this scenario effectively 
describes baryogenesis in the νMSM. In order to identify the pa-
rameter region where baryogenesis is possible, we solve momen-
tum integrated kinetic equations for the two helicity components 
ρN ans ρN¯ of the heavy neutrino density matrix and Yα [11,66],
i
1
HX
dρN
dX
= [HN ,ρN ] − i
2
{N ,ρN − ρeq} + i
2
Yα˜
α
N , (37)
i
1
HX
dρN¯
dX
= [H∗N ,ρN¯ ] −
i
2
{∗N ,ρN¯ − ρeq} −
i
2
Yα˜
α∗
N , (38)
i
1
HX
dYα
dX
= −iαL Yα + itr
[
˜αL (ρN − ρeq)
]
− itr
[
˜α∗L (ρN¯ − ρeq)
]
. (39)Fig. 2. The BAU and mββ as a function of δ. We ﬁx M1 = 0.22 GeV, M2 = 0.85 GeV, 
M3 = 0.63 GeV, m1 = 23 meV, m2 = 24.6 meV, m3 = 54.6 meV, α1 = 11.88, α2 =
11.64, ω12 = 12.23 + 3.38i, ω23 = 11.39 − 0.21i and ω13 = 5.18 − 1.62i.
Here ρeq is the equilibrium density matrix and X = M¯/T a dimen-
sionless time variable. The function
H≡ − ∂
∂ X
√
45
4π3g∗
mP
2M2
X (40)
can be identiﬁed with the Hubble parameter if the number of 
degrees of freedom g∗ is constant during the evolution, which 
is justiﬁed in the present context. The coeﬃcients appearing in 
Eqns. (37)–(38) can be expressed as
HN = 1
4T
[
−2M¯Mσ3 + F †F T
2
4
+ F †F v2(T )
]
(41)
N =
∑
α
(
F˜ ∗α I F˜α J R(T ,M)αα + F˜α I F˜ ∗α J RM(T ,M)αα
)
, (42)
(˜αL )IJ  (˜αN )IJ
= ( F˜ ∗α I F˜α J R(T ,M)αα − F˜α I F˜ ∗α J RM(T ,M)αα), (43)
αL =
1
gw
(
(FF†)αα (R(T ,M)αα + RM(T ,M)αα)
)
. (44)
The function v(T ) is shown in Fig. 3. We have assumed that the 
average momentum of heavy neutrinos is |p|  2T . In the limit 
T 	 MI one can approximate RM  0, R  γavT . The equations 
(37)–(39) are the heavy neutrino equivalent of the density matrix 
equations commonly used in neutrino physics [79] and are de-
rived in the appendix of Ref. [14]. Our scan comprises 5 × 107
parameter choices for each neutrino mass hierarchy. We use a 
logarithmic prior for the mass splitting in the interval −16 ≤
log(M/GeV)/ log10 ≤ 0 and ﬂat priors in all other quantities in 
the parametrisation (2). We consider the mass range 0.1 GeV <
M¯ < 5 GeV. We accept a point when the generated BAU lies within 
M. Drewes, S. Eijima / Physics Letters B 763 (2016) 72–79 77Fig. 3. The function v(T ) used in our calculation.
a 5σ range of the observed value ηB = (8.06 − 9.11) × 10−11 [80]. 
At the same time, we require consistency with all direct and in-
direct constraints on the low scale seesaw that are summarised 
in Ref. [20] (except the constraint on mββ of course). These in-
clude indirect experimental constraints from neutrino oscillation 
data, electroweak precision data, lepton universality, searches for 
rare lepton decays and tests of CKM unitarity with bounds from 
big bang nucleosynthesis and past direct searches at colliders and 
ﬁxed target experiments.
The result of this scan is shown in Fig. 4. The densely populated 
area corresponds to the standard prediction mνββ . For M¯ > 2 GeV
we ﬁnd almost no points outside this region because the suppres-
sion of the heavy neutrino contribution due to f A is eﬃcient. For 
lower masses, we ﬁnd deviations from the standard prediction in 
both directions. For inverted hierarchy the value of mββ can exceed 
the present day experimental limit from the KamLAND-Zen [81]
and GERDA [82] experiments. This implies that neutrinoless double 
β decay experiments have already started to rule out part of the 
leptogenesis parameter space that is not constrained by any other 
experiment. The allowed parameter region with mββ > mνββ eV is 
characterised by relatively large mass splitting and large |Imω|, 
e.g. M/M¯ ∼ 10−3 and |Imω| > 2, see Fig. 5.7 To the best of our 
knowledge, this parameter region is not singled out by any known 
symmetry, which seems to imply that a large value of mββ for 
n = 2 requires considerable tuning. For M¯ below the kaon mass 
the viable parameter space rapidly shrinks because |α I |2 is con-
strained from below by the requirement that the NI decay before 
BBN and constrained from above by direct searches in ﬁxed target 
experiments.
5. Conclusions
We conclude that the rate of neutrinoless double β decay in 
low scale leptogenesis scenarios in the minimal seesaw model with 
Majorana masses in the GeV range can be both, smaller and larger 
than the expectation from light neutrino exchange alone, while 
respecting all known constraints on the properties of heavy neu-
trinos from experiments and cosmology. For inverted hierarchy the 
value of mββ can exceed the present day experimental limit, which 
implies that neutrinoless double β decay experiments have already 
started to rule out part of the leptogenesis parameter space that 
is not constrained by any other experiment. The observation of 
a value of mββ that deviates from the standard prediction would 
7 These results agree with what was found in the analyses in Refs. [75,83], which 
were performed in parallel to our analysis and appeared on arxiv.org in the same 
week.Fig. 4. The blue points correspond to values of M¯ and mββ that are consistent with 
successful leptogenesis and the constraints on the low scale seesaw summarised in 
Ref. [20]. The red band shows the upper limit on mββ from the KamLAND-Zen ex-
periment [81], where the width of the band comes from the theoretical uncertainty 
in the nuclear matrix elements that affects the translation from a bound on the life-
time into a bound on mββ . The upper plot is for normal mass ordering, the lower 
for inverted mass ordering. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 5. A representative distribution of parameter values that lead to successful 
baryogenesis and mββ > mνββ while being in agreement with all other direct and 
indirect constraints discussed in Ref. [20]. The colour indicates the magnitude of M¯ , 
which ranges from values below the kaon mass (lightest) to values above the 
D-meson mass (darkest).
78 M. Drewes, S. Eijima / Physics Letters B 763 (2016) 72–79contain valuable information about the heavy neutrino mass split-
ting and the CP-violating phases in their couplings. Together with 
a measurement of the Dirac phase δ in neutrino oscillation ex-
periments, this would allow to impose strong constraints on the 
violation of lepton number and CP in the low scale seesaw model. 
If any heavy neutral leptons are discovered in future experiments 
and their mixings |α I |2 with the SM neutrinos have been mea-
sured, this information will be crucial to decide whether theses 
particles are indeed responsible for the generation of baryonic 
matter in the universe.
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